Bring people together in a place where ideas, insight and inspiration can be shared. River supports an endless array of curvilinear and rectilinear configurations with three back heights and benches. Seating and tables can be specified with power and USB outlets for mobile devices. An optional HT construction (page 19-20) lets River overachieve in high traffic, high demand environments such as airports and universities.
A beautifully fluid structure and integrated mesh surface are unique to this new design from Paul Brooks. The one-piece frame and matching base is available in Alabaster and Asphalt along with four coordinating mesh colors. An integrated swivel tilt mechanism supports meeting and collaborative applications, backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty.
Our most popular benching product continues to get rave reviews and ongoing refinements. The most recent Bridges II update provides integrated solutions that address ‘me time’ and ‘we time’ for everyone that works the line. A place to break out or sort it out, that’s just around the corner. Turn the page for a preview of the new Bridges II Collaborative Seating solutions.
The new Bridges II Collaborative Seating can be linked to any run of Bridges II work tables or used in freestanding applications with coordinating tables, privacy screens, power and lighting. High panels and monitor walls help to define a sense of place that is only steps away, providing the change of venue necessary to facilitate conversation and collaboration or a much needed time out.
At last, a one-piece, indoor/outdoor, plastic stacking chair that exceeds BIFMA standards for workplace, hospitality and educational applications. The 2K moulding technology is complex; the result is sturdy, durable and designer friendly. Available with and without arms in a neutral palette that will fit in everywhere.

bakhita™ | no ordinary plastic chair
Swap™️ | top to bottom

Swap tables. It’s a simple thing done right. The right proportions. Flawless surfaces. Perfect structure. Squares or rounds at the floor with a gentle float. All the sizes. All the heights. All the finishes. It’s the table program that is sure to become your favorite spec.
Citi, our most popular lounge series goes uptown with a new square frame base in polished chrome, tungsten or black paint finishes. An optional double width cushion complements the new look, available on both the freestanding models and modular configurations. The new Citi Square tables are elegant additions in a variety of sizes with power delivery and USB charging for mobile devices.
Camino is tailored to impress with transitional lines that complement both contemporary and traditional interiors. Make it yours with any of Global’s high-performance textiles, vinyls or leathers. Piping is available on the arms, seat and back cushions for a formalized look. Polished aluminum legs are also available on this new series. Coordinating coffee and end tables in both wood solids and laminates complete the collection. Designed by Chris Carter.
The sled is back in an elegant update of a classic. Global’s new Lite seating series blends refined metal work with a beautiful ribbed mesh covering in an array of contemporary neutrals and chromatic hues. Lite also comes in a leg chair with non-marking glides, or spec it on casters to make it mobile. Two arm styles, including a traditional cantilever and a contemporary loop, are available on all models. Fully upholstered coverings in your favorite textile or one of ours round out the options on this great new series.
Universities, hotels, shopping centers and airports require solutions that can withstand the wear and tear that characterize these demanding, and often round the clock, environments. River HT is an optional construction format that performs at 3 times the ANSI BIFMA standard for commercial applications and is backed by Global’s Lifetime Warranty. The HT spec is available for all River models at a modest upcharge and recommended for use with textiles and synthetic surfaces that meet or exceed 300,000 DR.
Princeton is the original and continues beyond the work cubicle with new finishes, new applications and new ways of working. Princeton tables integrate with storage and workplace components to create meaningful collaboration spaces with power and USB charging points for mobile devices. Refined touch points, thoughtful proportions, and quality construction make Princeton a solution that will outperform your expectations.